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CLASSIC JERSEY
MSRP: $49.99

SIZING: ADULT S-3XL | YOUTH: S-XL
CLASSIC JERSEY - Own your kit. Utilize one of our many custom designs or
create your own. Limitless colors and design efects including names, numbers,
and logos all at one price. 100% moisture management polyester. Select your
materials.

AVAILABLE IN V-NECK AND CREW NECK STYLES

LONG SLEEVE OPTION AVAILABLE

CLASSIC SHORTS
MSRP: $44.99

SIZING: ADULT S-3XL | YOUTH: S-L
CLASSIC SHORTS - Pair these shorts with the Classic jersey for the best on-ield
look. These shorts are fully custom and allow for limitless colors and design
elements. Logos and player numbers can also be added at no additional cost.

SOCCER
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PREMIER JERSEY
SHORT SLEEVE MSRP: $54.99
LONG SLEEVE MSRP: $64.99

MESH SIDES OR
FULL BACK

SIZING: ADULT S-3XL | YOUTH: S-XL

PREMIER JERSEY - Look like a pro in the Premier fully customized jersey. The
Premier jersey ofers all of the attributes of the Classic plus mesh paneling
comes standard for air-low to keep you cool. Rib knit collar and sleeve cufs are
also available on the Premier jersey. 100% moisture management polyester.

AVAILABLE IN V-NECK, CREW, AND POLO NECK STYLES

LONG SLEEVE OPTION AVAILABLE

PREMIER SHORTS
MSRP: $49.99

SIZING: ADULT S-3XL | YOUTH: S-XL
PREMIER SHORTS - Play at the highest level in the Premier Maestro and Golazo
shorts. Mesh panels allow for air-low to keep you cool. The Golazo runs 1 inch
longer than the Maestro and has mesh venting below the back waistband and
on the side. Limitless design options, colors, and logos at no additional charge.

SOCCER
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GOLAZO

MAESTRO

MESH SIDE AND
BACK PANEL

RIVALATHLETICS.COM

GOALIE JERSEY
SHORT SLEEVE MSRP: $69.99
LONG SLEEVE MSRP: $74.99

SIZING: ADULT S-3XL | YOUTH: S-XL

GOALIE JERSEY - Be sure your goalie stands out. Keeper jerseys available in long
sleeve and short sleeve style to make sure your keeper is warm when it’s cold
and cool when it’s hot. No minimum if purchased with a team set.

AVAILABLE IN V-NECK AND CREW NECK STYLES

SHORT SLEEVE OPTION AVAILABLE

TEMPLATES
S2

SOCCER
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FINALIZR JERSEY
MSRP: $69.99

SIZING: ADULT S-3XL | YOUTH: S-XL
FINALIZR JERSEY - The classic lacrosse game jersey ofers the comfort and
range of motion needed when wearing protective pads. V-neck construction.
Jersey is 100% customizable using any of our templates or your own design.
Pair with our Finalizr game shorts to create a unique team look. 100% moisture
management polyester. Select your materials.

FINALIZR SHORTS
MSRP: $49.99

SIZING: ADULT S-3XL | YOUTH: S-XL
FINALIZR SHORTS - Our sublimated lacrosse game shorts ofer a 4 panel
construction with 3” side panels. Shorts have a standard 9” inseam with
pockets and elastic drawstring waist and is 100% customizable using our
templates or your own design. 100% moisture management polyester.

LACROSSE
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ZINGO REVERSIBLE JERSEY
MSRP: $74.99

SIZING: ADULT S-3XL | YOUTH: S-XL
ZINGO PINNIE - The reversible lacrosse pinnie ofers home and away uniform
options for the price of one jersey. Ofered in double-ply reversible
construction, these jerseys are versatile and are 100% customizable. 100%
moisture management polyester.

REVERSIBLE

ZINGO REVERSIBLE SHORTS
MSRP: $69.99

SIZING: ADULT S-3XL | YOUTH: S-XL
ZINGO SHORTS - The 9” inseam 2-panel construction lacrosse shorts ofer an
athletic it sporting an inline pocket construction. Elastic drawstring waist. Pair
with our reversible pinnie jersey to create a high-quality lacrosse uniform. 100%
moisture management polyester.

LACROSSE
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SHOOTER SHIRT
MSRP: $54.99

SIZING: ADULT S-3XL | YOUTH: S-XL
SHOOTER SHIRT - The fully custom Shooter shirt allows for nearly limitless ways
of personalizing your team’s look. Unlimited logos, colors, and design efects all
for one price. 100% moisture management polyester.

TEMPLATES
LACROSSE
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BALLR JERSEY
MSRP: $54.99

SIZING: ADULT S-3XL | YOUTH: S-XL
BALLR JERSEY - Fully customize this jersey choosing your favorite team look or
design your own. Collegiate cut to ofer an athletic it with v-neck collar.
Extended torso length ensures a great it. 100% moisture management
polyester. Choose your material.

L

L

BALLR SHORTS
MSRP: $44.99

SIZING: ADULT S-3XL | YOUTH: S-XL
BALLR SHORTS - 11” inch inseam shorts with elastic drawstring waist. The Ballr
shorts complement the Ballr game jersey creating the custom, high quality look
your team deserves. 100% moisture management polyester.

BASKETBALL
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D-UP REVERSIBLE JERSEY
MSRP: $79.99

SIZING: ADULT S-3XL | YOUTH: S-XL
D-UP JERSEY - These reversible basketball jerseys ofer home and away colors
for the price of one jersey. Ofered in double-ply reversible construction, these
jerseys are versatile and 100% customizable. 100% moisture management
polyester. Choose your material.

L

REVERSIBLE

L

D-UP REVERSIBLE SHORTS
MSRP: $69.99

SIZING: ADULT S-3XL | YOUTH: S-XL
D-UP SHORTS - Double-ply basketball short with elastic drawstring waist. The
D-UP reversible shorts ofer home and away colors in one garment. Extra length
11” inseam. 100% moisture management polyester.

REVERSIBLE

BASKETBALL
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TEMPLATES
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CLUTCH TWILL
JERSEY MSRP: $130.00

CLUTCH JERSEY - Custom made to order pro-grade tackle twill basketball jersey
is constructed with a collegiate cut and produced with the highest quality
materials. We use the latest in laser cut tackle twill that is soft to the touch and
lightweight.

SHORTS MSRP: $130.00
CLUTCH SHORTS - Custom made to order pro-grade tackle twill basketball
shorts ofering customizable inseams and elastic drawstring waist inish.
Choose from our popular templates and pick your fabric, design styles, and
colors.

TEMPLATES
5

BASKETBALL
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LAKERS
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LAZR JERSEY
MSRP: $69.99

SIZING: ADULT S-3XL | YOUTH: S-XL
LAZR JERSEY - Our full custom hockey jerseys are made with the most durable,
lightweight fabrics. A three panel construction allows for maximum mobility
on the ice. The versatile LAZR jersey is 100% customizable utilizing moisture
management material.

GOALKEEPER OPTION AVAILABLE

TEMPLATES

HOCKEY
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BURNER TWILL
MSRP: $119.99

BURNER TWILL - Our 100% custom made hockey jerseys are constructed with
pro grade materials. Ofering high quality lex kiss twill, these custom hockey
jerseys are made to last. Choose from multiple templates, pick your fabrics, and
choose your colors. Pricing includes all embellishments and tackle twill.

TEMPLATES
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PIK6 JERSEY
MSRP: $89.99

SIZING: ADULT S-3XL | YOUTH: S-XL
PIK6 JERSEY - Our full custom and made to order football jerseys are constructed with the most durable, lightweight materials. Two-ply spandex shoulder
inserts that will handle hit after hit and comfortably conform to shoulder pads.
Mix and match the body materials between mesh and polyzone to provide the
best look and maximum breathability. 100% moisture management utilized in
the PK6 jersey.

TEMPLATES
FOOTBALL

RIVALATHLETICS.COM
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ZONE TWILL
JERSEY MSRP: $130.00

ZONE TWILL JERSEY - These pro-grade jerseys utilize a snug compression-like
construction with stretch fabrics that optimize the athletic it of the jersey.
Fewer construction panels than the Wildcat with the same great performance
at a lower price point.

PANTS MSRP: $110.00
ZONE TWILL PANTS - Made from stretch fabrics, the Zone twill football pants
are made with no-ly construction and compression pad pockets for thigh
and kneepads. Self fabric belts comes at no additional cost with each pair of
custom football pants.

TEMPLATES
SKYLINE
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WILDCAT TWILL
JERSEY MSRP: $140.00

WILDCAT TWILL JERSEY - These pro-grade jerseys utilize a snug
compression-like construction with stretch fabrics that optimize the athletic it
of the jersey. Jerseys are made with lex twill featuring 4 diferent sleeve styles
to ensure proper it depending on ield position. Customize with a choice of
fabrics and colors.

PANTS MSRP: $130.00
WILDCAT TWILL PANTS- Made from stretch fabrics, our custom football
pants have a no-ly construction and compression pad pockets for thigh and
kneepads. Self fabric belts come at no additional cost with each pair of custom
football pants.

TEMPLATES
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VOLLEYBALL JERSEY
VOLLEYBALL JERSEY - Compete at the highest level in this full custom volleyball
jersey. Our dry-it material ensure players remain cool and comfortable as they
battle it out on the court.

SIZING: ADULT S-3XL | YOUTH: S-XL

THROW DOWN LONG SLEEVE MSRP: $64.99

CROSS COURT HALF SLEEVE MSRP: $59.99

QUICK SET CAP SLEEVE MSRP: $54.99

VOLLEYBALL

RIVALATHLETICS.COM
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SIDE OUT 1/4 ZIP JACKET
MSRP: $79.99

SIZING: ADULT S-3XL | YOUTH: S-XL
SIDE OUT JACKET - A versatile quarter zip jacket with elastic hem toggle for
comfort adjustment. Get your team warmed up for the big match or sport these
fully customized jackets when traveling to and from practices and matches.
Choose from either leece liner or a lighter mesh depending on your climate.

TEMPLATES
VOLLEYBALL
23
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“A” GAME POLO
MSRP: $69.99

SIZING: ADULT S-3XL | YOUTH: S-XL

WOMEN’S CUT

“A” GAME POLO - Your new favorite golf polo shirt. Ininite design options.
Unbeatable comfort. The fully customizable Rival full sub polo features
lightweight construction and a look limited only by your imagination. Additional
features include the ability to match collar and sleeve cuf colors, plus an
option to add rib-knit cuf and collars to our standard POLYZONE and GAMEDAY
materials.

AVAILABLE IN MEN’S AND WOMEN’S CUT

LONG SLEEVE OPTION AVAILABLE

GOLF TURF

SCRATCH MSRP: $74.99
SIZING: 6-12.5, 13, 14. 15

GOLF

SCRATCH TURF - If you are looking for lightweight golf turfs that are big on
comfort and performance, drive the distance with the Scratch Turf. Featuring
a genuine leather and METAMESH upper with double-stitched reinforcement,
and our feather-light glide midsole designed speciically for relieving knee and
back pressure. A TPU shank in the arch and molded heel counter work to ensure
superior it and stability, while its ignite outsole --boasting a classic, single
form tread pattern - provides uniform support and rotational traction.

CALCUTTA MSRP: $69.99
SIZING: 6-12.5, 13, 14. 15
CALCUTTA TURF - With its wear-resistant, easily polished 100% genuine leather
construction, this is a great option for professionals and weekend warriors
with an eye on comfort and durability. Its lightweight, compression-molded EVA
midsole has been speciically designed to reduce the knee and joint stress
associated with prolonged standing.

25
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SPIRIT SHIRT

SHORT SLEEVE MSRP: $54.99
LONG SLEEVE MSRP: $64.99
SIZING: ADULT S-3XL | YOUTH: S-XL
SPIRIT SHIRT - The fully custom spirit shirt allows for nearly limitless ways of
personalizing your team’s look. Unlimited logos, colors and design efects all for
one price. 100% moisture management polyester.

AVAILABLE IN V-NECK AND CREW NECK STYLES

LONG SLEEVE OPTION AVAILABLE

SPIRIT SHORTS
MSRP: $44.99

SIZING: ADULT S-4XL | YOUTH: S-XL
SPIRIT SHORTS - Our sublimated shorts are 100% customizable using either
your own design or any number of our available templates. Customize with your
team colors and logos. Show your support for the local school, booster club, or
youth organization. 9” inseam with elastic drawstring waist.

SPIRIT
27
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SPIRIT HOODIE
MSRP: $79.99

SIZING: ADULT S-4XL | YOUTH: S-XL
SPIRIT HOODIE - The ultimate spirit item. Show your team spirit by wearing a
hoodie that replicates your team’s on-ield or on-ice jersey. Personalize these
hoodies with player names and number and/or customize the inside of the hood
with your favorite mascot or other image.

SUBLIMATE INSIDE
OF THE HOOD!

SPIRIT SCARF
MSRP: $24.99

SPIRIT SCARF - Create the perfect assist to your game day look with the Rival
sublimated scarf. These scarves are fully customizable with options to include
a diferent design on the front and the back so you can represent your club in
style. Scarves sport fringe at both ends to add class.

SPIRIT

RIVALATHLETICS.COM
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SPIRIT
POLO
MSRP: $79.99
SIZING: ADULT S-3XL | YOUTH: S-XL

SPIRIT POLO - Your new favorite shirt. Ininite design options. Unbeatable
comfort. The fully customizable Rival spirit polo features lightweight
construction and a look limited only by your imagination. Additional features
include the ability to match collar and sleeve cuf colors, plus an option to add
rib-knit cuf and collar.

AVAILABLE IN MEN’S AND WOMEN’S CUT

LONG SLEEVE OPTION AVAILABLE

SPIRIT ARM SLEEVE
MSRP: $29.99
SIZING: XS-XXL

SPIRIT
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SPIRIT ARM SLEEVE - There’s no reason why you shouldn’t be at the top of your
game, every game. Tight itting yet breathable, our arm sleeves ofer
uncomprimised blood circulation and crucial support for the muscles and
tendons that keep you primed. Specialized fabric abates moisture and
maintains comfortable feel, all the while enhancing the professional
appearance of your team’s uniform with customizable design and logo
embellishment.

RIVALATHLETICS.COM

SPIRIT SOCKS
MSRP: $34.99

SIZING: S (1-5), M(6-9), L(9.5-12), XL
SPIRIT SOCKS - Rock your socks. Sublimated Rival socks are fully customizable
and available in both full-length and crew styles. Made of ultra-comfortable
poly-cotton with elastane featuring a highly eicient moisture management
inish that will keep you dry and comfortable. Advanced stitching reinforces
arch and ankle support and reduces foot fatigue.

SPIRIT BLANKET
MSRP: $54.99

SPIRIT BLANKET - This large print 50”x60” 100% polyester heavy brushed leece
blanket is unparalleled by the competition. Show your true team spirit with the
choice of several templates and the ability to showcase huge center placement
logos.

SPIRIT

RIVALATHLETICS.COM
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SUBLIMATED LEGGING
LEGGING -This super-sleek capri is made with compression fabric providing
lattering it for running and training session. Made of Rival’s proprietary
100% polyester “silk” compression fabric that hugs your body in a supportive
manner. Lightweight and comfortable wicking material that allows your body
to breathe. Super comfy wide waistband with drawstring and hidden inside
pocket.

FULL LENGTH MSRP: $59.99

3/4 LENGTH MSRP: $54.99

SPIRIT
31
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COMPRESSION SHORTS
MSRP: $49.99

COMPRESSION SHORTS - Be the irst to rock these booty lattering shorts
constructed with slimming lines and waist band that is muin top resistant.
Lightweight and comfortable wicking material that allows your body to breathe.
Made of Rival’s proprietary 100% polyester “silk” compression fabric that hugs
your body in a supportive manner. Hidden pocket on the inside.

SPIRIT

RIVALATHLETICS.COM
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SUBLIMATION SIZE CHARTS
WOMEN’S SIZING
Size

XS

S

M

L

XL

2XL

Bust

31.5-33

33.5-35

35.5-37

37.5-40

40.5-43

43.5-46

Waist

23.5-25

25.5-27

27.5-29

29.5-32

32.5-35

35.5-38

Hip

33.5-35

35.5-37

37.5-39

39.5-42

42.5-45

45.5-48

Size

GS

GM

GL

Bust

25.5-27.5

28-30.5

31-33.5

Waist

20-22

22-23

23-25

Size

S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

Chest

35.5-37

37.5-40

40.5-43

43.5-46

46.5-48

48.5-52

Waist

28-30

30-33

33-36

36-40

40-44

44-46

Size

YXS

YS

YM

YL

YXL

Chest

—

27-28.5

29-31.5

32-34.5

35-37

Waist

22-23

23-25

24-26

26-28

28-30

GIRL’S SIZING

MEN’S SIZING

REFERENCE
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YOUTH SIZING

SIZING TIPS
Our numeric sized products are designed
to fit the specific measurements. All of our
size charts reference body measurements.

HOW TO TAKE BODY
MEASUREMENTS

Bust

Chest

Waist

If a cloth measuring tape is not available, use a
string and then measure the length against a
yard stick. If possible, have someone else take
the measurement.

Waist

Hip
Chest/Bust – With your arms relaxed at your side,
measure the circumference of your chest. Hold the
end of the tape at the fullest part of your bust, go
under your armpits, around your shoulder blades
and back to the front of your chest. Keep the tape
level and taut but not stretched.
Waist – Stand straight up and measure your waist
at your “natural waistline” which is located above
your belly button. Hold the end of the tape at the
front of your body and circle around the back to
measure the circumference of your waist. No
cheating – don’t suck in your stomach.
Hip – Start the tape at one hip and circle the tape
around the largest part of your backside and over
your other hip until you are back where you started.
Keep the tape level and taut but not stretched.

Inseam

Below Knee Inseam

Mid Calf Inseam

Full Length Inseam

REFERENCE
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SUBLIMATION COLORS
RIVAL has developed our sublimation color swatches based on the
most popular colors used by sports teams around the world. Our art
team has done extensive research to ensure that the selected Pantone
colors match up with the most common shades of each color. The use of
fades or special effects, such as glowing edges or shadows, will alter the
appearance of these colors. In addition, colors may vary slightly when
printed on different fabrics.
RIVAL can not accept returns for product based on final color output, unless
there is proven to be a significant variation between the color selected and
that which is printed on the final garment. If you feel that an improper color
was used in the printing of your garment, please contact your dealer or
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The colors and Pantone colors shown above reflect the published Pantone colors
closest to our exclusive RIVAL colors. These numbers and swatches should be used
as a reference point only, as the RIVAL colors used for printing may vary slightly.
Please contact your local dealer or sales rep with any questions prior to signing off
on artwork.
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sales rep and RIVAL will perform a thorough investigation to determine the
nature of the issue.
Furthermore, RIVAL does its very best to match the colors used in
sublimation with those used for all other programs and products
in our catalog. However, the use of different fabrics and inks for
different products makes it impossible to get an exact match between
a sublimation product and a footwear or apparel item outside of
the sublimation program. RIVAL will not be held responsible for
any discrepancies in colors across product lines and returns will not
be accepted on those terms. If you have any questions on how the
products in your team package will match up, please feel free to request
samples from your local dealer or sales rep.
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SUBLIMATION MATERIALS
GAMEDAY

POLYZONE

FABRIC CHARACTERISTICS

FABRIC CHARACTERISTICS

-Polyester lat back mesh

-Polyester (Smooth,soft inish)

-190 GSM

- 135 GSM

- Moisture management properties

- Moisture management properties

INTERLOCK

POLY FLEECE

FABRIC CHARACTERISTICS

FABRIC CHARACTERISTICS

-Polyester double knit

-Brushed leece with polyester
exterior inish.

- 260 GSM

- 260 GSM
-Moisture management properties

OUTSIDE

INSIDE

FOOTBALL TWILL SIZING AND MATERIALS
FOOTBALL JERSEY SIZING
JERSEY SIZE
CHEST MEASUREMENT

XXXS

XXS

XS

S

M

L

XL

XL

3XL

4XL

5XL

26 -28” 28- 30” 30 - 32” 32 - 34” 36 - 40” 41 - 43” 44 - 47” 48 - 50” 51 - 53” 54 - 56” 57 - 60”

FOOTBALL PANT SIZING
WAIST MEASUREMENT

XXXS
20”

XXS

XS

S

M

L

2XL

XL

3XL

4XL

5XL

22”

24”

26”

30”

34”

38”

40”

42”

44”

46”

FLEX
FABRIC CHARACTERISTICS

STRETCH MESH
FABRIC CHARACTERISTICS

REFERENCE

PANT SIZE
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MEN’S

BASKETBALL TWILL SIZING AND MATERIALS
£ ‚ ¶ •

¶ • ¢·¥ ”
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¢ ¥“ ¢¶ •

JERSEY(ALPHA SIZING) 2XS

XS

SM

30

32

34

Shorts(ALPHA SIZING) 2XS

XS

SM

Chest Measurement

⁄ ' ƒ ¶ •

”¢ “ ¶ •
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Waist Measurement

30

20-22

Inseam (shorts)

8

8

24-26
999

28-30

Inseam (pants)

27

28

29

30

LX

L

424

64

LX

L

32-34

31

2XL

3XL

85

0

2XL

3XL

36-38

40-424

4-46

10

10

11

32

33

34

·“ ¶ ƒ

“ ﬂ ¶ ƒ ·¢¶•ﬁ ? ¶ ' –

“ ﬂ ¶ ƒﬂ ¢
¶• ﬁ ? † ¢

WOMEN’S

·“ ¶ ƒ

“ ﬂ ¶ ƒ ·•¢ ¶ﬁ ? ¶ ' –

JERSEY(ALPHA SIZING)

2XSS

XS

Bust Measurement

26

28

Shorts(ALPHA SIZING)

2XSS

XS

20

22

“ ﬂ ¶ ƒﬂ ¢
¶• ﬁ ? † ¢

Waist Measurement

ML
30

34

38

ML
24

Inseam (shorts)

7

7

788

Inseam (pants)

26

26

27

XL

2XL3

XL

424

44

6

XL

2XL3

XL

38

40

31

32

28

32

36

28

29

30

99

10

SIZING SUGGESTIONS:

Size up one size for a lo
t, two sizes f
Size jerseys down one size f
ted look
Blue = straight measurement
Red = circumference measurement

REFERENCE
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Pant/Short inseams can be custom lengths.
inseam lengths are listed
When no sp
on your order, you will receive the above
inseams listed on the sizing chart.
If your chest measures on the upper end of the jersey
size, we suggest ordering a larger size.

FABRIC CHARACTERISTICS

FABRIC CHARACTERISTICS

• 100% Polyester
• 3.8 oz Material
• 26 gauge moisture
management material.
• Can be singled or doubled

• 100% Polyester
• 4oz Material
• Dull sheen
• Fine holed mesh
• Best doubled for body
• Singled for panels

FABRIC CHARACTERISTICS

FABRIC CHARACTERISTICS

• 100% Polyester
• 9oz material
• Dull Sheen
• Solid Weave
• Best Singled

• 100% Polyester
• 4 oz material
• Dull sheen
• Medium Holed Mesh
• Can be singled or doubled

HOCKEY TWILL SIZING AND MATERIALS
MEN

BSB POLY

TEXTURED PRO FIT

FABRIC CHARACTERISTICS

FABRIC CHARACTERISTICS

• 100% Polyester
• 16 oz. Material

• 100% Polyester
• 9oz material
• Dull Sheen
• Solid Weave
• Best Singled

STRETCH MESH
FABRIC CHARACTERISTICS

REFERENCE

• 100% Polyester
• 10 oz material
• Dull sheen
• Medium Holed Mesh
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TWILL COLOR CHART
(B) Black
(W) White
(R) Red
(C) Cardinal
(M) SGMA Maroon
(P) Purple
(NB) Nav y Blue
(RB) Royal Blue
(CB) Columbia Blue
(T) Turquoise
(KG) Kelly Green
(FG) Forest Green
(G) Gold
(OG) Old Gold
(VG) Vegas Gold
(SG) Silver Grey

REFERENCE

(CG) Charcoal Grey
(BR) Brow n
(O) Orange
(TX) Texas Orange
(TN) Tenn. Orange
(Y) Yellow
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RIVAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
LOGO SET-UP
•Custom Apparel – RIVAL requires a print-ready logo in JPEG or PDF
format. RIVAL provides artist services subject to art fee dependent on
artwork request.
•Sublimation – RIVAL does not charge set-up fees on our
sublimation products for stock logo, font, numbers, or clipart.
However, any changes requiring artwork services are subject to an
additional design fee.

REFILL MINIMUMS
•Sublimation: 1 piece (additional charges may apply)
•Custom Jerseys: 6 pieces
•Custom Pants: 6 pieces

RUSH ORDER CHARGE
CHANGE ORDERS
Once submitted orders are confirmed and approved by RIVAL, no
changes to RIVAL orders can be accepted. This includes artwork,
design, quantities, sizes, names, or personalization.

•Custom Uniforms: Subject to RIVAL approval, custom uniform orders
can be rushed. Rush service available, please inquire for order Rush
Order Fees.

CUSTOM UNIFORM SHIPPING
ARTWORK APPROVALS
•Once your order is submitted, RIVAL will contact you to confirm order
approval. Once order has been confirmed, orders cannot be cancelled
or modified and are considered final and binding.

No matter where you are located, RIVAL ships express direct from
factory to your door for a flat shipping charge of $1.99 per piece
shipped.

•Custom art services are available for sublimation products.
Custom artwork is subject to an additional design fee.
•Estimated shipping lead times are not valid until orders are
approved and submission confirmed by RIVAL.

LOGO RESTRICTIONS - CUSTOM APPAREL
•All logos submitted by our customers cannot exceed 12 inches in
length by 8 inches in height.
•A $10.00 per logo surcharge is applicable for all requested
custom logos larger than 3 inches by 3 inches. A $5.00 per logo
surcharge is applicable for any additional logos requested that
are 3 inches by 3 inches or smaller.

• If customer is providing artwork, RIVAL requires the following
VECTORIZED formats: .AI, .EPS, .PDF. Any file received not in
these types will be subject to a $50.00 re-draw fee (this will be
assessed per logo and price can vary). If selecting from Stock
Art file, no Set-up fee required.

REFERENCE

•Oversize Charge: There is a $5.00 per piece surcharge for sizes XXL
and 3XL. There is a $10.00 per piece surcharge for 4XL and 5XL sizes
ordered.
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NOTES

NOTES

